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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

       This chapter consists of two parts. The first is the conclusion of the study, and 

the second is the suggestion for further research related to the present research in 

applying interpersonal function. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

       Since this study was conducted to reveal the interpersonal function found in 

Indonesia Lawyers Club talk show entitled “Tawuran Kok Jadi Budaya?”, the 

researcher found that some types of clause were found in the data. The types of 

clause were declarative mood, interrogative mood and imperative mood. The 

researcher did not find exclamative mood in the data. From those three types of 

mood, declarative was mainly used in most of the clauses by participants. It was 

realized by the position of subject + finite in the first clause. The participants used 

declarative mood in getting, giving and clarifying information. The other moods 

that were found was interrogative mood. Interrogative mood was realized by the 

position of finite + subject for polar (yes/no questions), wh/subject + finite for wh-

question querying subject and complement/wh + finite + subject for wh-question 

querying residue. The used of interrogative mood was question and getting 

information. For imperative mood, the mood element may consist of subject + 

finite, subject only, finite only, or they may have no mood element. Imperative 

mood was used to give command. 
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       In the talk show, a participant named Karni used declarative in giving 

information, guiding audiences and clarifying information to the speakers. He also 

used interrogative mood in questioning. He asked question to get information that 

he need because he is the host. Therefore, he had role as a information seeker. 

Another mood was imperative mood that was used by Karni. Karni used 

imperative mood to give command to audiences and to Buyung. For participant 

named Tauri, he used declarative mood as expression of statement as information 

and expression of statement that he forgave another speaker named Buyung. 

Then, interrogative mood and imperative mood that were used by Tauri were 

narrative. For participant named Buyung, he only used declarative mood. It was 

used by Buyung as expression of statement that was clarified by Karni.  

       Besides the types of mood, the researcher also found that tenor was reflected 

in the clause type which was used by participants. Based on the types clause that 

had been analyzed, the status and power were reflected in the type of clause that 

was used by Karni. Karni had superior status and power compared to Tauri and 

Buyung since he was the host of the talk show. As the host he should control the 

talk show, the audiences and the speakers. He should give information to the 

audiences and clarified information to the speakers. He also should guide the talk 

show, so it could go well. In addition, he was someone who had a right to 

determine who could talk and share information in the talk show. He also had role 

in questions. However, in the talk show, it was only the host who could ask 

question to the speakers or audiences. He also had a right to give command to the 

speakers or audiences because he controlled the talk show.  
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       The status and power were also reflected in the clause types by Tauri and 

Buyung. Here, the status and power of Tauri were not superior compared to Karni 

because Tauri was the speaker and Karni was the host, so Tauri talked only when 

Karni gave him a chance to talk. Compared to Buyung, the status and power of 

Tauri were superior. The status and power of Buyung were less superior to Tauri 

since Buyung committed fault to Tauri. In addition, the status and power of 

Buyung were less superior to Karni since Karni was the host. Therefore he talked 

when Karni gave a chance and did what Karni said in the talk show. 

       The affect and contact were also reflected in the type of clause that was used 

by participants. Here, the differences of affect and contact could be seen through 

the types of clause that is used by participant. Affect is about degree of like or 

dislike. In the talk show, there was a degree of like from Karni to Tauri. For the 

contact, the frequency and duration of social contact of Karni and Tauri were 

close because Karni gave much chance for Tauri to talk and he did not limit 

Tauri’s chance in talking even the information did not relate to the question. 

       Meanwhile, it was shown that there was a degree of dislike from Karni to 

Buyung. The contact, the frequency and duration of social contact of Karni and 

Buyung were not close because Karni did not give much chance to talk for 

Buyung. Karni always limited Buyung’s statement and it showed that Karni did 

not really respect Buyung because Karni often cut Buyung’s speaking. The 

language that is used by Karni to Buyung was always short. It was because 

Buyung was in unfavorable position being the father of the one who caused 

Tauri’s son to get killed. 
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       In the talk show, it was seen that tenor influenced judgments and attitudes of 

participants. It was reflected in the types of clause that was used by them. The 

different status, power, affect and contact of the participants made their attitudes 

and judgments changed. It was seen that Karni’s attitudes and judgments to Tauri 

and Buyung different since they had different terms of tenor. The judgments and 

attitudes of Karni to Tauri were nice because Tauri was in the favorable position. 

Meanwhile, the judgments and attitudes of Karni to Buyung were bad because 

Buyung was in the unfavorable position being father of son who caused Tauri’s 

son to get killed. The judgments and attitudes of Buyung by Tauri were also bad 

since Buyung’s son made Tauri’s son got killed. 

       Through those three types of mood namely declarative, interrogative and 

imperative, we could see how tenor was reflected in each types of clauses by 

Karni as a host of talk show, Tauri and Buyung as the speakers of the talk show in 

Indonesia Lawyers Club entitled “Tawuran kok Jadi Budaya?”. Thus, it could be 

seen that different tenor showed different attitude and judgment. It showed on the 

types of clause that were used by participants of the talk show.  

 

5.2 Suggestion 

       As this study analyzed only the interpersonal function in the video script of 

Indonesia Lawyers Club entitled “Tawuran Kok Jadi Budaya?”, the researcher 

suggests the students as well as the readers who are interested in conducting 

interpersonal function to investigate comparison of two different types of data 

besides a talk show like movies or live interview to reveal how they are different 

each other in using language and reflecting tenor in each topic. Hopefully, this 
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study also can inspire the further researchers to analyze about interpersonal 

function by using spoken or written discourse. 

 


